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2.1 Introduction
Silicon substrate represents a common medium for large numbers of
transistors that are integrated to form a monolithic die. Since silicon is a
semiconducting material, the signals injected into the substrate propagate
throughout the die and can disturb the operation of highly sensitive circuits
through multiple mechanisms [1,2]. This phenomenon, typically referred to
as substrate noise coupling, should be considered during the design and verification stages of a traditional flow to avoid substrate noise induced failures or
performance degradations. In small-scale circuits with transistors numbering
in the range of several hundreds, substrate coupling noise can be analyzed
by extracting the substrate and simulating the extracted substrate with the
switching circuit. As the complexity of the circuit grows, however, the extraction and simulation processes start to be c omputationally prohibitive [3]. More
efficient analysis methods are, therefore, required to understand the substrate
effects on large-scale circuits. Efficient analysis of substrate noise coupling
21
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is significant for mixed-signal ICs for two primary reasons: (1) to ensure
(through simulations) that the circuit operates correctly and required design
objectives (such as gain, signal-to-noise ratio, harmonic distortion, and bandwidth) are satisfied and (2) to determine the required noise isolation between
analog and digital components. The second reason is important, since noise
isolation methodologies typically exhibit overhead in circuit area and power
consumption. Thus, the required isolation should be quantified to minimize
this overhead while ensuring that the substrate noise is within the tolerable
range. This chapter first provides an overview of substrate noise coupling by
summarizing noise analysis/modeling methodologies and noise mitigation
techniques. Next, figures-of-merit are introduced to evaluate the importance
of substrate noise in analog circuits. These figures-of-merit rely on frequency
dependent comparisons of input-referred equivalent device noise and inputreferred equivalent substrate noise [4]. Finally, the opportunities and challenges provided by through-silicon via (TSV) based three-dimensional (3D)
integration are discussed.

2.2 Overview of Substrate Noise Coupling in 2D ICs
In mixed-signal ICs, substrate coupling noise has long been a critical issue due
to dense and monolithic integration of sensitive analog/RF and aggressive
digital components on the same die. Switching (also referred to as induced)
noise caused by a transition of a digital signal is injected into the substrate
through multiple mechanisms and propagates through the s ubstrate, finally
reaching an analog/RF circuit, as shown in Figure 2.1. On the receiver side,
substrate noise can degrade important performance specifications such as
signal-to-noise ratio, gain, and bandwidth [5,6].
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FIGURE 2.1
Switching noise coupling from a digital block to a sensitive analog circuit in the presence of
guard rings.
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Noise is injected into the substrate through three primary mechanisms
[7], as depicted in Figure 2.2, where a cross-section of a CMOS inverter
with power and ground networks is shown. The ground network has a
substrate contact, resistively connecting the substrate with the ground

distribution n
 etwork. Alternatively, the power network has an n-Well tie,
which c apacitively c onnects the substrate to the power network due to n-well
capacitance. According to this figure, the three noise injection mechanisms
are: (1) power and ground coupling through, respectively, the substrate
contact and n-well tie, (2) source drain junction coupling through reversebiased pn junction capacitance, and (3) impact ionization (not shown in the
figure) due to the high electric field within the depletion region. Since the
power and ground distribution networks typically exhibit resistive and
inductive characteristics, non-negligible power supply and ground noise
(IR drop and Ldi/dt noise) exist on, respectively, power and ground n
 etworks
[8,9]. The ground noise resistively couples into the substrate through the substrate contacts; whereas, the power noise first resistively couples into n-well
through the n-well tie and then capacitively couples into the substrate through
the n-well capacitance. Thus, a capacitive isolation exists between power network and substrate. When the digital signals on the source/drain terminals
switch, noise couples into the substrate through the junction capacitances.
Of these three mechanisms, impact ionization is typically negligible as compared to the first two mechanisms. The dominance of power/ground versus
source/drain coupling depends on multiple parameters such as the number
of switching gates and power/ground network impedances [7,10]. For largescale circuits, power/ground coupling is the typically the dominant noise
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FIGURE 2.2
Substrate noise injection mechanisms.
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injection mechanism into the substrate. Thus, any method that reduces the
power supply noise has a positive impact on substrate noise coupling.
2.2.1 Substrate Noise Analysis and Modeling
The analysis of switching noise and substrate coupling is challenging due to
prohibitive computational complexity. Accurate estimation of the substrate
noise at the bulk node of an analog/RF transistor requires simultaneous consideration of the digital switching activity, power/ground networks, and the
substrate network [11]. Since the substrate can have deleterious impact on the
operation of sensitive blocks in mixed-signal circuits, it is highly desirable
to include substrate noise analysis within the conventional design flow, as
shown in Figure 2.3.
Significant effort has been made to characterize and efficiently analyze substrate noise coupling. For example, in [12,13], experimental circuits have been
used to model substrate noise in a mixed-signal environment and s everal isolation strategies have been introduced. In [14], a simplified equivalent circuit has
been developed to model switching noise and its effects on analog-to-digital
converter and voltage-controlled oscillator. Specific logic gates have been used
in [15] to model and detect switching noise in digital circuits. In [16], a voltage
comparator has been designed as a noise detector to measure the equivalent
substrate noise waveforms. The uniformity of the voltages on the ground distribution network is exploited in [3] to efficiently analyze substrate noise coupling.
In general, existing methods consist of two primary approaches: (1)
high-level substrate noise analysis and (2) substrate modeling techniques.
Chip-level analysis techniques using SPICE are typically not feasible due to
complexity requirements, as depicted in Figure 2.4.
Design
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RTL level
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Substrate noise
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Fail

Logic/timing
verification
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techniques
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Physical/circuit
design

Post-layout
verification

Tape out
FIGURE 2.3
Integration of substrate noise analysis into a conventional design flow for mixed-signal integrated circuits.
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FIGURE 2.4
Complexity requirements of large scale networks consisting of power/ground networks, nonlinear devices, and substrate represented as a 3D RC mesh.

2.2.1.1 High-Level Simulation Methods
A schematic based analysis methodology has been proposed in [17] to reduce
the number of elements obtained from the post-layout extraction process.
Substrate impedances are obtained through compact models and back annotated to the schematic. The transistor level simulation of a large scale circuit
including the back annotation of the substrate resistance of every port,
however, is not feasible for large scale circuits due to the nonlinear nature of
the device models.
A methodology is proposed in [18] for accurately estimating the switching
current drawn by a digital block. Two different techniques are introduced:
an input pattern dependent scheme for high accuracy and a pattern independent scheme for high computational efficiency. Current profiles are used to
analyze the substrate noise. Efficient modeling of the substrate network of a
large scale circuit, however, remains as the primary issue.
A high-level simulation methodology is provided in [19] by generating
a linear macro model for each standard cell in the circuit, as depicted in
Figure 2.5. The switching gates are represented with current sources. The
proposed approach is, however, challenging, particularly for bulk type substrates, where the substrate cannot be represented by a single equipotential
node. Shorting all of the substrate contacts to a single node, as suggested in
[19], is not a valid approach for cases where power/ground noise (and therefore the substrate noise) exhibits large spatial variation.
A methodology is described in [3] based on extracting only those regions of
the substrate where there is significant current flow. The interaction between
the ground and substrate networks is exploited to significantly reduce the computational complexity of the substrate extraction process. Specifically, small
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FIGURE 2.5
High-level simulation methodology that generates a linear macro model for each standard cell
in the circuit.

spatial voltage differences along the ground network are utilized to determine voltage domains on the substrate. Note that these voltage domains on the
substrate have approximately the same voltage. As illustrated in Figure 2.6,
these regions of the substrate are short-circuited by the ground network;
therefore, no major current flow exists in these domains. Since these regions
are short-circuited, a coarse extraction is sufficient for these regions [20]. This
coarse extraction is achieved by reducing the number of substrate ports to
only one. Note that a fine extraction is performed for those regions where
there is significant current flow. The proposed heterogeneous extraction
of the substrate significantly reduces the computational c omplexity while
maintaining a reasonable accuracy [21].
To evaluate the error in the estimated noise voltage and the improvement in computational complexity, the methodology is compared with a
full extraction of the substrate achieved by a commercial tool. An aggressor
digital core located close to a sensitive block in an industrial transceiver
circuit with a bulk type substrate is used for the analysis. Full extraction of
the substrate using the vendor tool produces 312,096 resistors and requires
approximately six hours to complete. Alternatively, the proposed heterogeneous extraction methodology reduces the number of substrate resistances
to 15 under the same computation environment, achieving more than four
orders of m
 agnitude reduction and requires negligible time to perform.
The accuracy of the methodology in estimating the substrate noise voltage
is shown in Figure 2.7. As illustrated in this figure, the peak noise voltage
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FIGURE 2.6
Identifying voltage domains on the substrate. C1, C2, and C3 produce the first domain assuming
VC1 ≈ VC2 ≈ VC3. Similarly, C4, C5, and C6 produce the second domain assuming VC4 ≈ VC5 ≈ VC6.
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FIGURE 2.7
Comparison of the transient substrate noise at the victim node by simulating the fully extracted
circuit and application of the methodology.

is accurately estimated with an error less than 5%. The overall agreement
between the two waveforms is also reasonable where the rms error over
several clock cycles is less than 10%. Note that even though the error is
relatively higher at specific time instances, the methodology is still significantly useful due to the great improvement in computational efficiency.
The limitation of the methodology in terms of run time is the requirement
to pre-characterize each cell in the library for various input switching patterns and to perform a gate level simulation of the circuit to extract the
required timing information.
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2.2.1.2 Substrate Modeling
Current approaches to model the substrate can be divided into two classes.
The first class includes those techniques that discretize the substrate into
a 3D R(C) mesh to determine the impedances, such as the finite difference
method (FDM) [22,23] and the boundary element method (BEM) [24,25].
Neglecting magnetic field effects on the substrate, a simplified Maxwell’s
equation can be derived as
1
∂
∆ • E + ∈ ( ∆ • E) = 0
ρ
∂t

(2.1)

where ρ and ϵ represent, respectively, the sheet resistivity and the permittivity of the semiconductor, and E is the electric field.
Equation 2.1 can discretize the substrate volume in differential form using
FDM, resulting in a huge, sparse matrix. Although the non-uniformities
distributed throughout the substrate can be included using FDM [26], the
overall accuracy is a strong function of the resolution of the discretization
process, making the extraction of bulk-type substrates challenging [27].
Alternatively, Equation 2.1 can be discretized in integral form using BEM
with an appropriate Green’s Function [28]. For BEM, the size of the resulting
matrix is significantly smaller, yet highly dense, as compared to FDM, since
BEM only discretizes the ports into the substrate. As such, BEM does not
consider the non-uniformity of the substrate, such as channel stop implants.
Several different techniques have been proposed to obtain a more efficient
solution of the algebraic equations produced by FDM or BEM to reduce an
RC network, such as moment matching techniques [29,30], a fast Fourier
transform algorithm [25], a fast eigendecomposition technique [26], a numerically stable Green Function [31], and a combination of BEM and FEM techniques [32]. The primary limitation of these approaches (FDM and BEM),
however, is the increase in computational complexity with the size of the
circuit, prohibiting the efficient analysis of large scale mixed-signal circuits.
The second class of substrate modeling methods is the use of macromodels
to represent the impedance between two ports on a substrate [33–35].
Although computationally more efficient, as compared to FDM and BEM,
only limited accuracy can be achieved. Other limitations of these macromodels are the requirement to use process-dependent fitting parameters
obtained through empirical data and the need to scale these models for
smaller geometries.
2.2.2 Substrate Noise Reduction
Various approaches exist to reduce switching noise or alleviate the effect
of switching noise on sensitive circuits. These approaches can be classified
under three primary categories [5]: (1) to reduce the input noise magnitude
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of the circuit, (2) to modify the noise transfer medium, and (3) to reduce the
sensitivity of the analog/RF circuit to substrate coupling noise.
Since power supply noise is a primary source of substrate noise, any
design technique that mitigates power/ground noise also helps in reducing
the substrate coupling noise. These methods fall under the first category and
include reducing the parasitic inductance (through, e.g., flip-chip packages
with low impedance C4 bumps), using separate power/ground networks for
analog and digital circuits (a standard design method for mixed-signal ICs),
using decoupling capacitors to reduce power supply noise, on-chip voltage
regulators [36,37], and more radical design choices, such as asynchronous
circuit design methodology [38]. Skew and slew rate control have also been
investigated to reduce, respectively, the peak supply current and change of
rate in supply current, thereby lowering Ldi/dt noise [1].
Typical examples for the second category include utilizing guard rings,
a higher resistivity substrate, physical separation, and triple-well isolation. Physical separation is a simple, but effective method for lightly-doped
substrates that exhibit a relatively uniform current profile throughout the
substrate. Alternatively, for Epi-type substrates where a high resistivity Epi
layer is deposited over the low resistivity bulk, physical distance is only
partially effective in reducing substrate coupling noise. More specifically,
peak noise observed at a victim node is reduced as the distance between the
victim and aggressor is increased until a critical distance is reached. This
critical distance is characterized as four times the thickness of the Epi layer
[12]. Thus, beyond this critical distance, physical separation has negligible
effect on reducing the substrate coupling noise.
Higher resistivity substrate (also referred to as p-well blockage) and
triple-Well (also referred to as deep n-well) isolation are process dependent
techniques to mitigate substrate noise [39]. The use of triple-Well isolation
is illustrated in Figure 2.8. Both the aggressor and victim are placed within
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FIGURE 2.8
Triple-Well (deep n-well) isolation where the aggressor and victim are surrounded with a deep
n-well and the nMOS devices are fabricated within isolated p-wells.
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deep n-wells. The nMOS devices are fabricated within isolated p-wells.
Thus, additional capacitive isolation (effective at low to medium frequencies)
exists between the noisy substrate and sensitive devices. A useful design
practice is to divide a large, deep n-well into smaller sections to reduce the
junction capacitances, thereby enhancing the capacitive isolation. Thus, each
victim block should have a separate deep n-well [40].
Finally, guard rings represent one of the most common substrate noise
mitigation techniques within the second category [41,42]. In most of the
practical situations, either the aggressor or the victim blocks are surrounded
by a guard ring, as depicted in Figure 2.9, where a ring is placed around the
perimeter of the aggressor. The primary objective of a guard ring is to filter
substrate noise by ensuring a low resistive path to ground. A guard ring
consists of a metal line with a large number of substrate contacts connected
to a low impedance ground network. As illustrated in Figure 2.9a, part of
the current injected into the substrate is picked by the guard ring. Guard
rings, however, cannot fully prevent substrate noise from propagating.
Part of the current can bypass the contacts within the guard ring and can
Vss
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Guard ring contact
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FIGURE 2.9
Guard rings (placed around an aggressor) providing a low impedance path for the injected
substrate noise current, (a) cross-section view illustrating the current flow and (b) top view
illustrating the metal layer and contacts.
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reach the victim device. To minimize this portion of the substrate current,
the guard ring and the ground network it is connected to should have the
least impedance. For example, if the guard ring is connected to the ground
network of the noisy digital circuit, significant noise can be injected into the
substrate through contacts. To avoid this situation, guard rings typically
possess a separate ground network where ground bounce is minimized.
A common method to reduce the sensitivity of the analog/RF circuit to
substrate noise (last category) is differential signaling. A differential analog
circuit achieves higher common mode and power supply rejection ratios,
thereby alleviating the effects of substrate noise. Note that this design
technique is highly dependent on the symmetry of the circuit’s physical
layout, since noise behaves as a common mode only if both pairs are fully
symmetric.

2.3 Figures-of-Merit to Characterize the
Significance of Substrate Coupling Noise
Analog/RF circuits suffer not only from induced substrate noise, but
also from intrinsic device noise such as thermal [43], flicker [44], and shot
noise [45].Traditional analog design flows typically focus on intrinsic
device noise, since extensive analysis and simulation methods exist [46,47].
Alternatively, the analysis of switching noise and substrate coupling can be
challenging due to prohibitive computational complexity, as described in the
previous section. Accurate estimation of the substrate noise at the bulk node
of an analog/RF transistor requires simultaneous consideration of the digital
switching activity, power/ground networks, and the substrate network [11].
For analog design flows, it is highly important to evaluate the significance
of substrate coupling noise and understand the conditions under which substrate noise starts to be dominant over device noise. This evaluation is important since conventional noise mitigation techniques (such as guard rings,
deep n-well, slew/skew control, and power network optimization) typically
aim at reducing switching noise amplitude at the expense of area and power
consumption. It is, therefore, critical to determine the required reduction in
switching noise amplitude to minimize the overhead.
2.3.1 Concept of Input Referred Switching Noise
Input-referred switching noise was introduced as a figure-of-merit to determine
the significance of induced noise [4]. Specifically, input-referred switching
noise can be compared with equivalent input device noise to identify dominance regions as a function of time domain switching noise c haracteristics,
such as the peak amplitude, period, oscillation frequency within each period,
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and damping coefficient. Time domain peak amplitude that leads to equal
input-referred switching and device noise in the frequency domain is characterized and used as the second figure-of-merit. This analysis flow is summarized in Figure 2.10.
The time domain substrate noise profile at the bulk node of the victim
transistors is modeled as a decaying sine wave, as shown in Figure 2.11.
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Equivalent input
device noise

Input - referred switching noise
Figure-of-merit 1

Noise comparison in the frequency range of interest as a
function of time domain switching noise characteristics

Switching noise is
dominant
Device noise is
dominant
Time domain switching noise
amplitude (at the bulk node) at
which input-referred switching noise
and equivalent input device noise
are the same in the frequency domain
Figure-of-merit 2

1. Guard ring [17]
2. Deep n-well [18]
3. Power network optimization [19]
4. Skewslew rate control [20]

1. Modulate flicker noise
outside signal frequency
band (chopping) [21]
2. Lowering VDD while
increasing bias current [22]
...

...

FIGURE 2.10
Analysis flow and the concept of input-referred switching noise to determine the significance of
induced substrate noise in analog circuits.
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FIGURE 2.11
Characteristics of a decaying sine wave used to model time domain substrate noise at the bulk
node of a transistor.

Some of the important characteristics of the substrate noise profile include
the amplitude, noise period, and oscillation frequency. Existing techniques
can also be utilized to estimate the substrate noise profile for a specific c ircuit
(see the previous section). Corresponding frequency dependent 
transfer
functions are used to transfer substrate noise from the bulk node to the
input node of the circuit. This noise is referred to as input-referred switching
noise and used as a primary figure-of-merit to determine the significance of
substrate noise. By comparing the input-referred switching noise with the
equivalent input device noise, the dominant noise source in the frequency
range of interest is determined. Note that the noise analysis at the input
eliminates the effect of gain, providing a more fair comparison framework.
Once the dominant noise is determined, applicable noise reduction techniques can be applied. Furthermore, time domain substrate noise amplitude
(at the bulk node) that leads to equal switching and device noise at the input
node (in the frequency domain) is characterized and used as a guideline,
while applying substrate noise reduction techniques. As an example, this
analysis flow is applied to a two-stage amplifier with a DC gain of 72 dB.
The peak substrate noise at the bulk terminals of the transistors within the
amplifier is 30 mV (1% of the VDD), which is comparable to the measured
substrate noise in [13] and [48]. Input-referred device (thermal and flicker)
and substrate noise are compared to identify the dominant noise source as a
function of multiple parameters [49].
These noise sources are plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 2.12.
According to Figure 2.12, substrate noise is dominant at low frequencies (until
approximately 1 kHz) despite high flicker noise. Also note that at DC, inputreferred switching noise is 30 dB higher than equivalent input device noise.
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FIGURE 2.12
Comparison of input-referred switching noise and equivalent input device noise for a twostage amplifier.

Both noise sources decrease with increasing frequency, but substrate noise
decreases at a faster pace. Thus, device noise starts to be dominant after the
crossover point, except for the fundamental and harmonic frequencies that
are determined by the period of the substrate noise (modeled as a decaying
sine wave) in time domain. Note that the dominant noise analysis illustrated
in Figure 2.12 is not significantly affected by temperature variations since
flicker noise dominates thermal noise at low frequencies. Alternatively, at
high frequencies, device noise proportionally increases with temperature
due to thermal noise. This increase (approximately 5 dB at 10 MHz when
temperature rises from 27°C to 165°C), however, is negligible since the overall noise is sufficiently low.
To better investigate the effect of the substrate noise period, the frequency
domain dominance region is illustrated in Figure 2.13 for the two-stage amplifier. The y axis represents the frequency, while the switching noise period varies from 1 µs to 10 µs (x axis). The peak amplitude of the noise is 30 mV. The
black line with square markers and dotted black lines represent the operating points where equivalent input device noise and input-referred switching
noise are equal. Substrate noise is dominant in the shaded region; whereas, the
blank region represents the operating points where device noise is dominant.
As the period of the switching noise increases in the time domain, the
dominance region of the substrate noise is reduced. Note that at constant
period, substrate and device noise become equal at multiple frequencies, as
indicated by the black line with square markers and the black dots at higher
frequencies.
These crossover points can also be observed in Figure 2.12 at a constant
period of 1 µs. In the immediate vicinity of the black dots, substrate noise
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FIGURE 2.13
Noise dominance regions for the two-stage amplifier.

dominates due to fundamental and harmonic frequencies. Thus, if the amplifier bandwidth of interest coincides with these points, substrate noise significantly affects circuit operation. Alternatively, in the blank region, emphasis
should be placed on reducing device noise.
The noise dominance region illustrated in Figure 2.13 is obtained at
a constant substrate noise amplitude (A = 30 mV) in the time domain.
Existing noise mitigation techniques typically aim at reducing this amplitude. It is however difficult to determine an acceptable level of substrate
noise since no reliable figures-of-merit exist. Thus, the concept of input
referred switching noise can be utilized to numerically solve for the peak
amplitude A of substrate noise (in the time domain) that makes the inputreferred switching noise and equivalent input device noise the same in the
frequency domain.
For example, when the period of the switching noise is 1 µs at 100 Hz, the
peak substrate noise amplitude in the two-stage amplifier should be 9.5 mV
to satisfy equal input-referred switching and device noise. Note that if the
period of the switching noise is equal to 10 µs, the fundamental frequency
is 100 kHz. At this frequency, the substrate noise amplitude that produces
equal input-referred switching and device noise is sufficiently small since
the effect of switching noise is very strong at the fundamental frequency.
This figure-of-merit provides a guideline on the acceptable level of substrate
noise, assuming that the time domain characteristics of the substrate noise
(at the victim bulk node) are known.
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2.3.2 Reverse Body Biasing to Alleviate Substrate Noise
As mentioned previously, existing substrate noise mitigation techniques
(such as guard rings, deep n-well, and power network optimization) typically focus on reducing the peak noise amplitude. An alternative approach
is to reduce the magnitude of the transfer function from a bulk node
(where substrate noise is present) to the input node of a victim circuit,
thereby reducing input-referred switching noise even though the substrate
noise at the bulk node remains the same. This method falls under the third
substrate noise reduction category described in Section 2.2.2. Note that in
low voltage operational transconductance amplifiers, the bulk node has
been properly biased and utilized as the input node, since threshold voltage has not scaled proportionally with the power supply voltage [50,51].
Alternatively, in this method, the bulk node is reverse biased to reduce
noise coupling from the bulk node (where substrate noise is present) to the
input node.
Decreasing bulk transconductance gmb, while maintaining constant transconductance gm, reduces the magnitude of the transfer function, thereby
alleviating the effect of substrate noise at the input of the two-stage amplifier.
According to the following expression, bulk transconductance gmb of the
input nMOS transistors can be decreased by applying reverse body bias to
these transistors [52],
g mb = g m

γ
,
2 2 φ + VSB

(2.2)

where γ is the body effect coefficient and ϕ is the surface potential. When
body bias decreases, the threshold voltage increases and the current flowing through input nMOS transistors decreases due to a higher threshold voltage. Less current causes the source voltage of input transistors to
decrease. However, the change in the source voltage is relatively small
as compared to the body bias. Thus, VSB increases and gmb decreases.
Since both VGS and threshold voltages simultaneously increase, the gm
of the input nMOS transistor remains approximately constant, which is
highly important for maintaining the primary design objectives of the
amplifiers.
The effect of reverse body bias on gm and gmb is illustrated in Figure 2.14
for the two-stage common source amplifier. As the body bias changes from
0 to -3 V (up to -VDD, ) gm changes only from 1.73 mA/V to 1.601 mA/V
(7.5% reduction;) whereas, gmb decreases from 403.8 µA/V to 135.8 µA/V
(more than 66% reduction). Thus, as shown in Figure 2.14b, the ratio gmb/
gm significantly decreases as the body bias changes from 0 to –3 V, thereby
weakening the bulk-to-input transfer function and reducing input-referred
switching noise.
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FIGURE 2.14
Effect of reverse body bias on (a) transconductance and bulk transconductance and (b) the ratio
of bulk transconductance to transconductance for two-stage common source amplifier.

TABLE 2.1
The Effect of Reverse Body Biasing on Primary Design Objectives for Both
Amplifiers
Two-Stage Common Source Amplifier
V B (V)
0
-0.8
-1
-2
-3

I D (µA)

DC gain (dB)

g mb /g m

VGS (V)

Vth (V)

89.58
87.73
87.23
84.23
79.75

72.3
73.4
73.2
68.6
59.1

0.23
0.17
0.15
0.11
0.08

941.6 m
1.072
1.099
1.213
1.298

807.6 m
941.1 m
969 m
1.085
1.172

The effect of reverse body biasing on primary design objectives is listed
in Table 2.1 for a two-stage common source amplifier. DC gain, output
swing, phase margin, and bandwidth remain approximately the same
until a body bias of –1 V. Note that the increase in the threshold voltage is
compensated by an increase in the gate-to-source voltage (due to a reduction in the drain current). The peak substrate noise amplitude that satisfies
having equal noise at the input increases with body biasing. For example,
when the period of the substrate noise is 1 µs at 1 kHz the peak amplitude
increases from 30 mV to 42.1 mV for a two-stage amplifier, indicating that
approximately 40% more switching noise can be tolerated thanks to reverse
body biasing.
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2.4 Implications of 3D Technology on
Substrate Noise Coupling
Through-silicon via (TSV) based 3D technology exhibits both opportunities
and challenges for managing substrate induced signal integrity.
Heterogeneous integration is widely considered as one of the most significant advantages of vertical integration [53]. Since each plane on a 3D chip has
a separate substrate, partitioning aggressor and victim blocks into distinct
planes alleviates the issue of substrate coupling. Several practical issues,
however, limit this advantage, as discussed in this section.
Despite the high integration density achieved by TSV based 3D ICs, the
physical size of the TSVs have not scaled as fast as the devices [54]. For
example, the diameter of practical TSVs is in the several micrometers range;
whereas, modern transistors have dimensions in the range of 10–16 nm.
From an electrical point of view, this large difference (orders of magnitude)
in physical size produces TSV capacitance (tens of fF) into substrate that is
much greater than device related capacitances (sub fF). Furthermore, TSVs
transmit signals having rail-to-rail voltages, possibly with fast transitions.
As a result of these factors, significant noise can couple into the substrate
from the TSVs, producing non-negligible shift in threshold voltages [55,56].
Due to this electrical impact and mechanical stress, TSVs typically have a
specific keep-out zone where device placement is avoided [57]. This keepout zone, however, can be insufficient for sensitive analog/RF circuits, since
the noise current that couples into the substrate can propagate throughout
the plane.
A case study was performed to better understand TSV related substrate
noise coupling in a two-plane 3D IC [58]. A counter is used as an aggressor
circuit while a sense amplifier is used as the analog victim block. The aggressor and victim are placed on separate planes. Specifically, the top plane that
is closer to the I/O pads is dedicated to the analog/RF circuitry to minimize
the impedances between package and analog devices. Alternatively, the
aggressor can be placed within the bottom plane. It is assumed that the two
planes are bonded with a face-to-face bonding technology. Highly distributed 3D electrical models based on the transmission line matrix method are
utilized to analyze signal integrity. Specifically, both the substrate and TSVs
are discretized using unit cells consisting of RLC impedances and an entire
electrical model is generated in both 2D and 3D technologies. A conceptual
representation of the electrical model for the 3D technology is depicted in
Figure 2.15. The bulk nodes in the schematic are connected to the corresponding nodes on the substrate. Two separate substrates exist: (1) the substrate
of the bottom plane where the bulks of the digital aggressor are connected
and (2) the substrate of the upper plane where the bulks of the victim sense
amplifier are connected. TSVs pass through the upper (analog) substrate and
reach the metal layers of the analog plane. The top most metal layer of the
analog plane is connected to the top most metal layer of the digital plane
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FIGURE 2.15
Conceptual representation of the highly distributed electrical model used to analyze signal
integrity in a two-plane 3D IC.

using bumps. There are eight TSVs: five for the clock signals (each at 1 MHz),
two for power supply voltage (3 Volts), and one for data signal.
Signal integrity results demonstrate that the peak substrate noise at the
bulk node of the victim device exceeds 6 mV for the 3D technology; whereas
for 2D technology, the substrate noise is approximately 3 mV. If TSVs are
assumed to be ideal with zero capacitance to substrate, the peak substrate
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noise at the victim device is below 2 mV. This analysis demonstrates the significant noise that couples into the substrate from the TSVs. The same conclusion is validated by observing the rms noise over a long period of time.
The rms noise is reduced by more than 50% only if the TSVs are ideal, that
is, TSV-to-substrate noise coupling is prevented. Thus, having separate substrates for aggressor and victim blocks can be an important advantage in
heterogeneous 3D ICs, provided that TSVs are sufficiently shielded from the
victim devices.

2.5 Summary and Conclusions
An overview of substrate noise coupling was provided with emphasis on
high-level simulation methods, computationally efficient compact models,
and primary techniques to mitigate substrate noise. Figures-of-merit were
described to quantify the significance of substrate noise in analog circuits.
Specifically, the concept of input-referred switching noise was discussed
and compared with input-referred equivalent device noise (thermal and
flicker) to identify the dominance regions as a function of multiple parameters. From this comparison, peak substrate noise (at the bulk of a victim
transistor) that leads to equal input-referred switching and device noise can
be determined, providing useful guidelines for substrate noise reduction
methodologies. This analysis is important since it is typically difficult to
determine the required degree of noise isolation techniques in mixed-signal
circuits. Reverse body biasing was also proposed as an effective method to
weaken the bulk-to-input transfer function, thereby reducing the effect of
substrate noise without significant changes in primary performance characteristics. Finally, the implications of TSV based 3D technology on substrate
noise coupling were discussed. Specifically, the noise that couples into substrate due to large TSV capacitance was demonstrated. Separating aggressor
and victim blocks into different planes is an effective design strategy only
if sufficient shielding is achieved to protect victim blocks from TSV related
substrate noise coupling.
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